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At last, a lift
for Redfern!
Sandra Beeston

REDFERN: The members of the
Lift Redfern group were delighted
to hear the announcement by the
Minister for Transport Gladys
Berejiklian on August 15 that
Redfern station would finally get
a lift, as part of the $770 million
Transport Access Program. As the
Minister’s official announcement
stated: “A tender has been issued
for a concept design to provide lift
access to one platform at Redfern,
allowing customers to access all
train lines via Central station.”
The Lift Redfern group, comprising
residents and various organisations
in the Redfern area, has lobbied
tirelessly to create awareness around
the issue, gathering thousands of
signatures for a petition, which they
brought for debate in Parliament in
August last year. But at the time,
Minister Berejiklian had responded
that Redfern station would not be
included in the list of upgrades
in the Transport Access Plan.
It was with a huge sense of
relief, then, that the Lift Redfern
campaigners welcomed the latest
news. Geoff Turnbull, spokesperson
for local residents’ group REDWatch
and member of Lift Redfern, said:
“I think today’s announcement will
be welcomed by the 11,500 people
who signed the petition and went
to Parliament saying we want some
action on this. At least it’s a start,
and hopefully it’s not the end.”
But there is still a long way to go
for the station to be fully accessible:
“Lift Redfern asked for two things
in their latest petition: one was that
we wanted a lift on one platform,
initially so there was some way of
gaining accessibility, and then we
wanted a timetable for when the
rest of the upgrade would happen.
We’ve got one of the two things,
now we want to find out what the
timeframe is for having lifts on all

Taking the stairs at Redfern station Photo: Sandra Beeston

Support independent media

ssh dinner/fundraiser
The South Sydney Herald is hosting a fundraising dinner on
Friday October 18, at The Settlement Community Centre in
Darlington (17 Edward St), acknowledging Mental Health Month 2013.

the platforms and for upgrading
the station,” Mr Turnbull said.
Michael Chapman, member of
Lift Redfern, says that bringing
the community together around
the issue was a victory in itself:
“It’s been about community
capital building. We started the
exercise thinking about how we
can get separate organisations and
people, across Redfern, Eveleigh,
Darlington and Waterloo, to work
together where they had a common
cause to achieve something.
Today we’ve achieved something
along the path of the ultimate
achievement. It’s not over,” he said.
Another strong and vocal
supporter of the Lift Redfern
campaign is City of Sydney Greens
Councillor Irene Doutney, who
declared: “I think it’s terrific, it’s
very long overdue, and this has
been a long battle for something that
was so blatantly needed. It’s been
hard to get any action out of either
of the last two governments. This
has validated all the work of the Lift
Redfern group and its predecessors,
who also lobbied for the station,
particularly Trevor Davies. I think
it’s really important and it shows
there is a hope for people power.”
Students of Alexandria Park
Community School in grade 5/6A
were very pleased to hear the news
too, when their teacher Martha
Austin announced it in class.
The students, who had participated in
the campaign by creating a superhero
called RL and writing stories around
Redfern station in collaboration
with the Sydney Story Factory [and
graphic artist Erin Dullard], said they
were “so pleased we could be part
of such a great community project
such as the Redfern Lift project. It is
wonderful to see that all the work
of all involved has paid off and we
have reached the goal of getting a lift
at Redfern station. It will be a very
useful addition for all members of
S
the community.”

Guest Speaker will be psychiatrist Dr Anthony Harris,
President of the Schizophrenia Fellowship NSW.
Music performances by I Cantarini and Salta. 7-10pm.
Tickets $70. All donations greatly appreciated.
Reserve your seat by email: bookings@ssh.com.au
(You will be notified of payment options).
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Last month the SSH reported on
Weave Youth Family Community’s
award-winning building (the $2.7
million starburst building at the
corner of Elizabeth and Allen streets
in Waterloo won the Sulman Award for
Public Architecture) and inspirational
programs. Weave client Kat Hines
spoke of the organisation’s generous
and genuine staff, and about her
passion for art. In August Ms Hines
won a graphic design competition.
Her original artwork now features
on posters and promotions for the
Mad Pride youth event to be held
at 107 Redfern Street, Redfern, on
Wednesday October 9.
Ms Hines was “thrilled and
honoured” to win the competition
that was open to all participants
in the Weave Arts Program as well
as contacts of teacher-therapist
Grace Naidu. The Weave Arts
Program works in partnership with
local community services, Mental
Health Services, Department of
Juvenile Justice, and Missenden
and Concord Psychiatric Hospitals,
visiting an average of 8-12
people per hospital per week.
Ms Hines said: “Janelle [Ghazi]
is team leader of Speak Out [a dual
diagnosis program that works
with young people aged 12-28
years who experience coexisting
mental health and drug and alcohol
issues]. Janelle and the team were
brainstorming ideas for Mad Pride
– this year’s theme is kindness.
“I had the idea [for the artwork]
on the spot. Kindness was the
key word. I was working with
a principle, ‘mind your kind’,
which suggests caring for others
– the rose is a symbol of kindness
– as well as everything to do with
minds or brains. The different
colours represent different areas
of the brain, and contemporary
research into brain activity and
function. The brain freaks me

out, it’s so complicated.”
Ms Hines enjoys working with
soft pastels on paper. “I like the
bright colours, blending, layering,
getting my hands dirty,” she said.
“The work changes as you go;
it’s a bit like painting. I started
with the light colours, then built
up the image from there, adding
the highlights to finish.”
The 2013 Sydney Mad Pride youth
event will be held in the creative hub
of Redfern, 107 Projects. It will be an
evening of live performances, live
music, film, visual arts, expo and
young talent, showcasing the creative
achievements of young people while
breaking down the stigma associated
with mental health experiences.
The event was last held in 2011.
Weave counsellor Bahadur Bryson
is looking forward to Mad Pride’s
return. “There are opportunities
for live bands, dancers, filmmakers
and poet-performers,” she said.
“Performers will be paid, too.”
Janelle Ghazi said: “Mad Pride
provides young people with an
opportunity to celebrate other parts
of their identity, to show that there
is more to them than their mental
health diagnosis. It offers the public
an opportunity for insight into the
personal stories of young people
experiencing mental health issues
while celebrating their resilience and
creative achievements. An event like
Mad Pride is needed as it counteracts
discrimination and prejudice often
shown towards young people
experiencing mental health issues.”
Kat Hines, with faithful canine
companion Indy for support and
inspiration, is working on some new
artworks for exhibition at Mad Pride.
“They’re pastels,” she said. “One I
started yesterday is about respect.
It features a punk saluting the
S
Australian landscape.”
See page 12 for Mad Pride details.
Contact janelle@weave.org.au
or phone 9318 0539.
www.weave.org.au

REDFERN: After more than 20 years,
the family-run business known as
Kozma’s Convenience Store in George
Street is closing. The community is
sad to farewell the Sleiman family –
George and Rania, and their children
Samara (4) and Tony (1), as well
as George’s sister Christine and
parents Samira and Tony. Kozma’s
has provided fresh fruit and veggies,
and essential grocery items, seven
days a week, from 7.30am to 9.30pm.
It has always been a friendly place.
Rania Sleiman has a genuine
affection for her customers, most of
whom she knows by name. “They
are more than neighbours,” she said.
“They are more like friends.”
“I’ll especially miss the bakers next
door,” Rania said. “Tovy and Bun at
PT Crown Bakery have been so good
to us and to the children.” Tovy feels
the same way. Invited to comment, she
choked back tears and said, “I can’t
imagine being here without them.”
George said: “I just want to thank
everybody for their support of the
business and the family.”
The Sleiman family traces its
a ncest r y to E l-Kou ra in nor t h
Lebanon. George was born there and
came to Sydney when he was 11 years
old. Rania attended high school in

El-Koura.
The family is moving to Belmore.
The children will attend school at
Dulwich Hill. Samara is excited at
the prospect. Growing up in and
around the shop has encouraged in
her a joyful curiosity and confidence.
One customer said: “Samara is really
smart, she will love going to school.”
Ra n ia is look ing for wa rd to
weekends. “We’ve never really had
weekends,” she said. “And the kids
can play sports and other hobbies. It
will be so different. It will take us a
while to adjust I think, but it will be
good for us.”
One long-time customer said:
“I’ll be sad to see them go, I’ll miss
their friendly shop, and I wish
them all the best.” Another recalled
countless purchases of Lebanese
bread, bananas, lentils, avocados
and hummus, soy milk, walnuts and
dried figs: “It’s a special place – I
appreciate all the hours they put in,
being so available day after day, being
so generous and kind. I wish them
every happiness.”
The Sleimans have leased the shop
to proprietors of an art gallery and
showroom, set to open this month.
“It will be something new,” Rania
said. “We’ll be back in a little while
to see what’s happening there – and
we’ll be back to see our friends, too.
We’ll still be around sometimes.” S

JOSEPH MEDCALF FUNERALS
Providing personal care for the local community

• Family owned & operated
• 100% Australian & fully independent
• We cover all Sydney suburbs
• Pre-paid & pre-arrange funeral plans
• Joseph Medcalf has been serving Sydney since 1880
• We offer personal attention 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
JOSEPH MEDCALF FUNERALS
Serving Sydney since 1880
Call 02 9698 2644 available 24 hours
Office & Chapel 172 Redfern Street, Redfern
Off-street parking available
www.josephmedcalf.com.au
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The youth of today

Praise for positive youth program

A successful program with young people at the NCIE Photo: Andrew Collis

Todd Dagwell

REDFERN: The number of
robberies across the Redfern area
has fallen dramatically thanks
to a mentor program targeting
juveniles at risk of criminal
activity, according to Redfern
Local Area Commander Luke
Freudenstein. Clean Slate Without
Prejudice promotes “routine and
discipline” through boxing and
fitness training, as a way to keep
vulnerable youth out of trouble.

A keen boxer, Superintendent
Freudenstein can be found at the
National Centre of Indigenous
Excellence (NCIE) gym three
mornings a week, putting Aboriginal
and non-Aboriginal youth through
their paces. He and his good
friend, the Tribal Warrior’s Shane
Phillips, have been involved from
day one and they continue to
work together to identify youth
in danger of sliding into crime.
“We say to them when we’re
training hard, ‘If this is the hardest
thing you’ll do all day then it’s

going to be a good day,’” Supt
Freudenstein said. After training,
participants are driven by program
mentors to school or work for
jobs often supplied by some of
Australia’s biggest companies.
“Qantas and Linfox have been great
and we’ve also got people jobs in
labouring and other industries. It
shows what can be achieved when
all of Redfern works together.”
First trialled in 2009, Supt
Freudenstein said the program had
had an “incredible impact” on the
community, with not one Aboriginal

University of Sydney Open Day is one of my favourite days of
the year as about 25,000 future students, families, friends,
and members of the public visit us to experience our diverse
community and the broad appeal of what we have to offer.
As neighbours and special members of our community
I hope you made it onto campus for this year’s Open Day on August 31. As well as
great food, music and entertainment there were some fantastic mini-lectures, and
museum exhibitions, including the ongoing Lego Acropolis at our Nicholson Museum.
There were also tours of all our facilities, and displays from more than 200 student
clubs and societies, covering everything from chocolate appreciation to marketing,
to Harry Potter-inspired Quidditch.
If you didn’t make it there are still many regular opportunities throughout the year for you
to experience all the University has to offer. Our Sydney Ideas public lecture series program
(http://sydney.edu.au/sydney_ideas/) brings some of Australia’s and the world’s leading
thinkers onto campus and the majority of these events are free and open to all, with no
booking, registration or ticket required. Our museums (http://sydney.edu.au/museums/)
house unique collections and entry is free. The University also produces some of Australia’s
best sporting teams who will soon tough out their winter finals. Visitors to the University’s
ovals on any given weekend can watch for free some of the best women’s and men’s AFL,
soccer and ruby union on offer. For those who want to work up a sweat themselves try our
newly upgraded Noel Martin Sports and Aquatic Centre, which houses new facilities including
two large basketball courts, a group fitness studio, a boxing gym and a combat sports area.
If this isn’t enough to tempt you the University is striving to even further improve our village
atmosphere by reviewing our retail, food and beverage options on campus so watch this space.
We hope to see you soon.
Michael Spence
Vice-Chancellor and Principal

Community contact details
Security and after hours: 1800 063 487 (free call) 24hrs a day, 7 days a week
Enquiries: 9114 0523 Email: local.comunity@sydney.edu.au

juvenile charged for committing a
robbery in Redfern so far this year.
“One year we had 100 robberies in
one month ... Since we started the
program, offender and recidivism
rates have steadily reduced,” he said.
While Supt Freudenstein stressed
that a greater number of nonAboriginal youth were responsible
for robbery offences and that Clean
Slate was open to all, the impact on
the Aboriginal community had been
particularly positive. “Aboriginal
youth who are or have been involved
in the program are now setting

the benchmark for the adults in
the community in terms of how to
conduct yourself,” Supt Freudenstein
said. “This initiative is unique to
Redfern and has created a safe
community with a lot of hope and
S
sense of worth for our youth.”
Youth of today, a regular article
on local youth and related
issues, is kindly sponsored by
Appetite Cafe
APPETITE

ood
+
eople

cafe : redfern

Appetite Cafe
82 Regent St, Redfern
Tel 9699 4069
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Mural dilemma at St Vincent’s Church
Sandra Beeston

REDFERN: Concern has been growing
among parishioners of the St Vincent’s
Catholic Church, as the mural painted
behind the altar has deteriorated
to an alarming state. Members of
the Church have asked for a quote
from professional restorers to have
the mural fixed and have expressed
to the Parish Priest, Father Melvin
Llabanes, their wish to pay for the
restoration themselves, but it has yet to
be approved by the Church authorities.
T he mu ra l wa s pa i nte d by
parishioners in 2006, without the
knowledge of the priest at the time,
Father Gerry Prindiville. A longtime
member of the Church, a Catholic sister,
says: “The Aboriginal people love that
mural, they really love it. It’s the words
of Pope John Paul II, he’s speaking
straight to the Aboriginal people in Alice
Springs [1986]. It’s really affirming.
I’ve seen Aboriginal people just sitting
at the Church and gazing up at it. But
the priests don’t like it.”
Father Ted Kennedy, who worked at
the Redfern Church for more than 30
years, alongside social worker Mum
Shirl, was revered by locals for reaching
out to the Aboriginal community and
including the most underprivileged
members of society. But since he retired
in 2002 and passed away three years
later, his successors have had the most
difficult time filling his shoes.
The priests recently appointed by
Cardinal George Pell to St Vincent’s
have a l l been members of T he
Neocatechumenal Way, a conservative
branch of Catholicism originating in
Spain. The “Neo-Cats”, as some call
them, practice their faith in a more
traditionalist way than Fr Ted, whose
theology was closer to Vatican II (or the
“Second Vatican Council”, which took
place 50 years ago and addressed the
Church’s relationship with the modern
world).
As a result of these different
theologies, tensions have built up over
the years between the parishioners and
the priests, while attendance numbers
have dwindled, as parishioners have
either gone to other churches or have

The damaged mural at St Vincent’s in Redfern Photo: Sandra Beeston

stopped coming to Mass altogether.
The priests, who so far have come
from Perth, Brazil, and in the case of the
current priest, Father Melvin Llabanes,
from the Philippines, have been
reproached for their lack of knowledge
and sensitivity about local culture.
The Catholic sister explains: “Redfern
has always been a meeting place for
Aboriginal people and they feel this is
their church, their place. Although the
priests come from different cultures,
I’m not sure they understand religion
also has to be expressed according to
the culture in which you live. If you
are in Africa for example, your way of
expressing your Christianity is going
to be African, not Roman or Italian.
The same applies to Aboriginal people:
they won’t express their Christianity in
a Western way, they need to express it
in an Aboriginal way. I don’t think the
priest of this new group understands
that there are different ways of
expressing your religion.”
The pr iest’s lack of response
regarding the fate of the mural worries
parishioners. “We’ve got the quote
from highly respected conservators in
Sydney. But the decision keeps being
put on the back-burner,” says another
Church member.
There are fears that the mural could
be removed altogether. According to the
Sister: “It’s a very prized, very valued
Aboriginal work and to destroy it would
be a sacrilege, I think, because it’s so
meaningful to them. All the lines are

all symbolising rivers and creeks:
everything is life-giving in it ... and it’s
been done by reputable artists: Adam
Hill, Garry Griffiths (Griffo) and Colin
Davis. And because he [Griffo] has died,
it makes it even more precious. So this is
very special not only to the Aboriginal
community, but to white people as well.
To do anything in the way of destroying
it ... it would take something out of you
physically I think. That’s why people
are really anxious about it.”
The Chu rch’s a lta r, made by
world-famous sculptor Tom Bass for
his daughter’s wedding when Fr Ted
officiated in Neutral Bay, is also under
threat. “It’s a work of art, a very valuable
piece of artwork, especially now that
Tom Bass is deceased, it’s got improved
value,” a concerned parishioner said.
“It’s an unusual surface, and the front
of it depicts the five wounds of Christ,
it’s beautiful, we love it.” The altar was
relegated to the back of the Church
earlier in the year when the priest
undertook renovations and hasn’t been
in use since.
When asked over the phone about
potential plans to restore the mural, Fr
Llabanes said: “There are a few things
to consider, and we shall advise with
the committee.”
Fr Llabanes didn’t have time to
elaborate and couldn’t be reached
S
again at the time of printing.
More photos online.
www.southsydneyherald.com.au

Big Issue says thank you, Darlington!
SSH

DARLINGTON: The Big Issue works to
support and create job opportunities
for homeless, marginalised and
disadvantaged people. Susan LeithMiller, Manager of The Big Issue in
NSW, appreciates that members of the
community help vendors rebuild their
confidence and pride.
This is seen at The Big Issue’s trainee
pitch at Darlington shops on the corner
of Abercrombie Street and Ivy Lane.
Here, the newest vendors have their
first experience of selling The Big Issue
to the trainloads of people heading to
work and university.
This would be a much more daunting
task if it wasn’t for the amazing
support of the local shop owners.
Chip’n Dale Takeaway, Chippendale
Scoop, The Shortlist and Tripod cafes
have all provided great assistance and
encouragement to vendors.
“It can be tough, standing all day by
yourself trying to sell the magazine,”
Ms Leith-Miller said. “Vendors often
feel isolated as streams of people walk
past, so even the simple things go a
long way.”
“The support, smiles and brief
conversations that have been offered
from the Darlington shops have been

Big Issue vendor Darryl with Lyn Turnbull Photo: Susan Leith-Miller

greatly appreciated and give our vendors
a lot of encouragement.”
S o i f y o u’r e wa l k i n g d o w n
Abercrombie Street during the day,
keep an eye out for the high-visibility
vest and say hello to the new Big Issue
recruits. While you are there grab a
coffee or some food and support those
who support the vendors.

Ms Leith-Miller said: “For all of you
that give support to our vendors a big
thank you from all of us here at The Big
Issue. Your help is greatly appreciated
and without it the days would be a lot
harder.”
The Big Issue is Australia’s leading
social enterprise. It is an independent,
not-for-prof it orga n isat ion t hat

develops solutions to help homeless,
disadvantaged and marginalised people
positively change their lives. The Big
Issue magazine is published fortnightly
and sold on the streets by vendors who
purchase copies for $3 and sell them for
S
$6, keeping the difference.

If you or anyone you know could benefit
from becoming a vendor for The Big
Issue, please contact the Sydney office
for more information: 125-127 Little
Eveleigh St, Redfern; Phone 8332 7200
or email sydney@bigissue.org.au
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Souths no longer on Chalmers
Brittney Manning

REDFERN: The social heartbeat of
Redfern, formally known as Souths
on Chalmers, was supposed to be a
safe and family friendly environment
where you could catch up with people,
have a quiet drink, or cheer on the
Bunnies – with huge TVs playing all
live sports and weekly entertainment
for all.
This came to an end, with the club
failing to avoid falling into the hands
of a voluntary administrator and
consequently closing its doors for the
final time on March 25 of this year.
Souths on Chalmers is a separate
entity from the South Sydney Football
Club, and was perceived as a valuable
addition to the neighbourhood. Many
residents held high hopes for the former
South Sydney Leagues Club that was
previously closed for renovations back
in 2008.
In the 2012 Chairman’s Report,
Chairman Bill Alexiou-Hucker expressed
excitement for the opening of Souths on
Chalmers, stating: “We kicked off the
opening of Souths on Chalmers with a
guest list of members of the Burrow and
Football Club, past players and members
who regularly attended our AGM along
with our Life Members. As numbers
were restricted, the Board and CEO felt
that this was a good representation of
the members who have followed our
progress over recent years.”
Seventeen months on, the Leagues
Club is now in voluntary administration,
owing $5.65 million. This involves $2.6
million owed to a private lender, and
$2 million to the Castellorizian Club
which formerly ran the security on
the premises. The debts also include
$400,000 to a previous director and
$600,000 to tradespeople who worked
on the development.
Speculation grew regarding the
administration of Souths well before
the closing back in March, with Fairfax
Media revealing that the Leagues Club
was facing financial difficulty at the end
of 2012. Members of Souths on Chalmers

Sporting legends Greg Thompson, Eric Robinson and Albert Torrens enjoy a drink at Souths on Chalmers Photo: Andrew Collis

claim they only received notification of
the situation through an email sent a
week before the closing.
The generic email stated: “Dear
Member, it is with deep regret and
sadness that the Board of Souths on
Chalmers (South Sydney Leagues Club)
has found itself in a position where it
has no option but to file for voluntary
administration. Many of you will be
aware that ownership of the building
by South Sydney Leagues Club was
forfeited when the Club was last
in Administration in 2006. Many of
you will know the many hurdles the
Board, management and team at Souths
on Chalmers have had to endure to
open the doors and keep them open.
The decision to put the Club into

voluntary administration has not been
taken lightly. This is a very sad and
frustrating decision to have to make.
It was becoming clear that many of
the promotions our CEO Liam Rogers
has implemented have started gaining
momentum and trading projections
were starting to be met. The Club will
continue trading through this period of
Administration and it will be business
as usual until a decision is made as to
whether the Administrator has been
able to negotiate an outcome for the Club
that will allow the business to continue
trading into the future.”
A following email sent on March 26
also announced how the Board had
appointed Adam Shepard from a Sydney
insolvency firm as an administrator.

Initially Adam Shepard said it was
premature to comment on the club’s
financial position. “It is a matter of
trying to facilitate an arrangement with
creditors to allow the company to go
forward.”
Through a series of emails sent after
the closing of Souths on Chalmers,
members of the Leagues Club had been
led to believe that this administration
was temporary, with Mr Shepard
stating: “We continued to trade the Club
following our appointment with a view
to preserving the Club whilst negotiating
with its key creditors and stakeholders.
Unfortunately, we have been unable to
secure funding to continue to trade the
Club and as a result the Club ceased to
trade on Monday, 25 March 2013.”

Members were also encouraged to
attend a meeting that was held on March
28 to help solve the administration
issues.
The latest meeting held, which
members were invited to attend, took
place on Tuesday June 25. It was at
this meeting that a promising “Plan
B” solution was initiated. The Club
indicated its intention to buy back the
funds from the Members’ Trust over a
period of time, as they become available
at no capital loss to contributors.
Nevertheless, the fact still remains
that local residents and members
are without a leagues club of their
own – and this at a time which
sees the Rabbitohs riding high and
S
exuding confidence.

Celebrating Redfern Legal Centre
Dorothy McRae-McMahon

REDFERN: Justice Virginia Bell, a
long-time resident of Redfern, spoke
recently at a fundraising event in
support of the Redfern Legal Centre.
She gave those present some insights
into the history and function of the
Centre. It was opened in 1977, with
only one paid staff member, who was
supported by volunteers. Justice Bell,
who was called to the Bar in 1984,
herself worked free for the Centre in
its earlier years.
Those who established the Centre
hoped to avoid the constant referring
of people to other services rather than
giving on-the-spot care and advice.
They developed state-wide relationships
with members of the police force, as
well as many partnerships with other
agencies and firms.
When Peter Stapleton headed up
the Board of Directors, he set up the
very helpful pro-bono practices of the
Centre. This was just part of generous
relationships between the Centre and
many talented lawyers and the Bar. To
this day, the goodwill is sustained, so
that Redfern holds its own in offering
legal support to many people.
One of its early areas of concern

was the Boarding House Act, which
gave people living in boarding houses
very little protection. Last year, new
regulations were enacted, which
improved some rights. However, people
still often need lawyers to advise them.
So many people living in boarding
houses are vulnerable – usually single
and without family support, sometimes
addicted, frequently from a non-English
speaking background.
In 2010 the Legal Centre introduced
a strategic change to its work. It added
credit and debt advice, with financial
counsellors state-wide. There is also
now a focus on issues around domestic
violence. This is a complex and difficult
area of work and needs a specialist
independent counsellor.
All the above areas of work, plus
others among vulnerable members
of the community, mean that the
Redfern Legal Centre is always in need
of financial support from those who
are more prosperous and who care
about the formation of true and just
human community – especially in the
Redfern area.
One of the very impressive features
of the fundraising gathering was
the large number of young lawyers
present, alongside various community
leaders.

Justice Virginia Bell Photo: Tom McDonald

Postscript: On August 27 the Federal
Attorney General, the Hon. Mark Dreyfus
QC MP, announced funding of $200,000
over four years to the Redfern Legal
Centre. This funding comes at a crucial
time for RLC. The Centre recently lost
$285,000 of NSW government funding
for its credit and debt service.
“Credit and debt problems have
always been one of the highest areas

of demand for our services,” said Ms
Shulman, Redfern Legal Centre CEO.
“Money problems can have a significant
impact on the health and wellbeing
of disadvantaged people and can be
a significant cost to the government.
High housing costs are a problem in
our catchment area and unresolved
financial problems can lead to loss of
housing. The correlation between the

incidence of violence against women
and financial and social stress is also
S
well documented.”
You can find ways of directly supporting the
Redfern Legal Centre via its Facebook page:
www.facebook.com/redfernlegal
People who would like to offer volunteer
work with the Centre can make contact
via: www.rlc.org.au/volunteer.html
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tripod cafe
262 Abercrombie St, Darlington
Ph: 9698 8677 Open 7 days
Mon-Fri 7am-5pm Sat-Sun 8am-4pm

Pepsee
CUT & COLOUR H A IRSA LON

Swedish massage and Shiatsu available
276 Abercrombie Street Darlington 2008
Mobile: 0403 110 832

A Peace Angel at the prayer vigil in Martin Place Photo: Andrew Collis

Multi-faith prayers and
meditations for Earth
SSH

Sydney and Melbourne

1300 769 389

www.goget.com.au

24/7 access to cars parked nearby

Assure
Psychology
Urban Nature wellbeing centre
216 enmore rd (cnr edgeware Rd)
enmore nsw 2042

Caring, confidential psychological services

Noel Debien from the ABC Radio
Religion Department was MC for a
multi-faith Prayer and Meditation
Vigil held on August 14 in the Martin
Place Amphitheatre under the banner
“Respect Earth”. The event was
organised by the Faith and Ecology
Network (FEN).
Debien called attention to the
powerful message of shared concern
expressed by the 12 faith traditions
represented. He said that it is not the
usual message of division that appears
in the media. The vigil showed that
difference is not always a barrier.
The vigil opened with an Aboriginal
yidaki [didgeridoo] player, Glen Doyle.
His playing punctuated the vigil to help
maintain an atmosphere of meditation.
A lament led by the Ashfield Catholic
Choir was repeated after each prayer:
“The Earth is crying out in pain.

Respect the life of the Earth.”
Meditations and prayers were led by
representatives from the Aboriginal,
Anglican, Shia Muslim, Uniting
Church, Sikh, Buddhist, Catholic,
Jewish, Sunni Muslim, Quaker and
Hindu communities. Chants, poems,
songs and spoken prayers were used.
The Peace Angels used dance as a
meditation.
Over 100 people participated in
the vigil. Some passers-by on their
way from work paused, attracted by
the image of diversity. Some joined
the event.
The vigil focused on the mining
of fossil fuels. FEN members believe
that energy issues go beyond purely
economic considerations to embrace
moral and spiritual dimensions. The
mining of fossil fuels can impact
unjustly on the lives of workers,
farmers and communities; impact on
the ecological integrity of the land itself
as a gift and revelation of God for many.

The Faith and Ecology Network (FEN)
has been meeting regularly since 2003.
The insights and language emerging
from ecological science are bonds that
unite the religious traditions. They share
their unique perspectives and help each
other deepen their understanding of
faith. They also join together to advocate
for environmental justice. Their common
concern about the impact of fossil fuel
mining on communities and the land
S
led FEN to organise the vigil.
More photos online.
www.southsydneyherald.com.au
FEN website
https://faithecology.net.au
Mrs Anne Lanyon 9352 8021
annelanyon.cmi@columban.org.au
Fr Charles Rue 0408 466 820
charlesrue@columban.org.au
Dr Miriam Pepper
m_d_pepper@yahoo.com.au
Mr Vijai Singhal
vijai-singhal@hotmail.com
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to help you deal with life’s difficulties

Redfern station murals

Bulk billing available on referral from GP

We invite the local and working community of Redfern,
family and friends to have a conversation about the
murals on Lawson and Eveleigh streets as funding is
being sought for the upgrade.

Contact Elizabeth Munro on 0408 612 808
or at elizabethjmunro@bigpond.com

Professional
Knife & Metal
Sharpener
Especially for seniors who are locals
in the Waterloo and Redfern area.

We want to discuss the renewal, rejuvenation and
updating of the murals as you may be aware they
have suffered weather and graffiti damage and are
deteriorating so the original message is no longer visible.
The conversation is to engage your views and have your
input for the future of the murals. This is an opportunity
to dispel any fears that decisions will be made without
your input.
What do you know about the history of the Redfern train
station murals?
If you have some insights and knowledge on the stories
behind the creation of the mural, who the photographs
captured on the murals are of, how to contact them or their
families or the artists involved in the making of the murals,
we would like to further collect contacts relating to these.
WHEN:
Tuesday 17th September 17, 1-3pm and again 6-8pm

“I’ve discovered a new sharpening
technique that you can’t find
anywhere in Australia.”

WHERE:
Redfern Community Centre,
Performance Room
29-53 Hugo Street, Redfern
Ph: 9288 5713

Phone Oh Ba Ba on 0430 562 888

For further information contact Kristina at Redfern
Community Centre on 9288 5715.
(Acting on behalf of the Redfern Station Community Group).
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Close the Gap platform
EDITORIAL
SSH

The Close the Gap campaign was
launched by Olympians Catherine
Freeman and Ian Thorpe in April
2007. Since then almost 200,000
Australians have signed up to the
campaign, which has also received
multi-party support by all federal,
state and territory governments.
A briefing paper, prepared by the
Close the Gap Steering Committee
and released on August 28, outlines
the key steps needed in the next
parliament to ensure progress on
closing the life expectancy gap
between Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander and other Australians.
The paper says that within its
first 100 days a new government
should: reaffirm the commitment
for the Prime Minister to annually
report at the beginning of Parliament
on progress towards closing the
gap; secure a new COAG National
Partnership Agreement on Closing the
Gap in Indigenous Health Outcomes,
with a minimum Commonwealth
investment of $777 million over
the next three years; and begin
the implementation of the National
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Health Plan in partnership with
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

people and their representatives.
This federal election campaign
has been, for the most part, a
dispiriting affair. The major parties
have played to cultural fears (of
asylum seekers, of religious dress
and difference) and engaged in
personal attacks and insults.
It’s important we maintain progress
towards addressing this central issue
of social justice. Lowitja Institute
Chair, Pat Anderson, says the Close
the Gap Steering Committee welcomes
the attention given to Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander education and
employment in the election campaign.
Campaign spokesperson and
Chair of the National Aboriginal
Community Controlled Health
Organisation, Justin Mohamed,
says that closing the gap is literally
a life or death issue for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people.
AMA President, Dr Steve
Hambleton, points out that both
Kevin Rudd and Tony Abbott have
been strong supporters of Close the
Gap. Tony Abbott gave the campaign
strong encouragement in its early
days when he was Health Minister
and Kevin Rudd committed to the
proposed targets and secured the
first National Partnership Agreement
S
through COAG.
www.humanrights.gov.au/close-gapindigenous-health-campaign

Uni learns a lesson
in community
engagement
opinion
Colin Sharp

John Holland Pty Ltd was recently
appointed as the head contractor for
the construction of the Business
School in the University of Sydney’s
Abercrombie Precinct Development
(APD). In a sign that the University
would like to engage better with the
local community than it has in the
past, representatives of the new project
team were introduced to members
of local residents’ group, RAIDD
(Residents Acting In Darlington’s
Defence) on Wednesday July 24.
At this meeting it was confirmed that
vehicle access to the Business School
would be from Darlington Lane and
not from Abercrombie Street. Locating
the access road on Abercrombie Street
was one of the main issues which
local residents had with the original
application. Along with the design, scale
and lack of open space, the proposed
development would also have built an
enormous barrier between the local
community and the University.
The original location of the access
road on Abercrombie Street would have
posed a danger to schoolchildren due
to its proximity to the school. It would
also have the undesired consequence
of bringing much University traffic to
congest local streets.
In it ia l ly it seemed t hat t he
University was listening because the
Vice Chancellor himself promised the
community that the access road was to
be moved from Abercrombie Street “in
response to concerns from residents and
parents of school children”.
When t he revised pla ns were
eventually submitted to the Department
of Planning six months later, however,

the access road was still on Abercrombie
Street, despite the Vice Chancellor’s
promise. Even though RAIDD wrote
to the Vice Chancellor requesting
an explanation for this, none was
ever received.
The personnel on the University
project team changed constantly
through the process, making it difficult
for the local community to have any
sort of continuity, confidence or trust in
their engagement with the University.
In order to highlight the dangers
presented by the proposed location
of the access road and to ensure that
the local community’s voices were
heard, RAIDD mobilised the local
community to lodge objections to the
Department of Planning, the consent
authority. Over 200 signatures were
also gathered in the course of a few
days on a petition requesting that the
access road be moved.
As a result of the community action
the approval decision was referred to
the Planning Assessment Commission
(PAC). A number of RAIDD members
spoke at the PAC public meeting making
clear their feelings in regard to the
development application process, the
lack of consultation, and, in particular,
the location of the access road on
Abercrombie Street. The PAC approved
the DA but with conditions.
One key condition was that the
Un iversit y, in lieu of developer
cont r ibut ions to t he Syd ney
Metropolitan Development Authority
(SMDA), was to prepare a Darlington
Precinct Pedestrian and Bicycle Access
Strategy by June 30, 2013, to cover the
Darlington Campus and connections
to the broader University Campus and
public transport nodes like Redfern
station. The University was to identify
works required and not less than
$2m worth of these works was to be
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READERS' LETTERS
In support of euthanasia
I would like to add my support
and agreement to the recently
published feature written by Jaqi
Pascoe (“The need for a ‘better
death’”, SSH August 2013). Spot on,
and this is important to get public
debate moving as the present
system is not good, and costs a
bomb. It fails many older people.
I certainly don’t intend to hang
around, miserable, no hope and a
nuisance to all. But it won’t be my
choice, will it, unless I push my
wheelie under a bus!..
Jim Chapman
Surry Hills

completed prior to the occupation of
the Business School.
At the July 24 meeting to introduce
John Holland P/L as the head contractor,
the University Project team informed
the RAIDD members that completion
of the Strategy had been put back to
the end of September 2013. There will
be more consultation with the local
community before the Strategy moves
to the planning stage.
It is to be hoped that the University
considers the huge impact of the
movement of University pedestrian
traffic through the small suburb of
Darlington, in particular from Redfern
station to the campus. The local
community keenly anticipates the ideas
that will be contained in this Strategy
and hopes that the University takes the
community’s concerns seriously.
Another key condition of the PAC
approval was that the access road to
the Abercrombie Precinct Development
site could not be from Abercrombie
Street. The location of the access road
to the APD has now been confirmed
by John Holland P/L as being from
Darlington Lane.
It appears that John Holland P/L
wishes to engage with the local
community and keep people informed
of the progress of the development.
RAIDD welcomes this as a positive
way forward. Even though the local
Darlington community is only small,
it is to be congratulated for showing its
strong voice.
At The Settlement in Darlington in 2010
the Vice Chancellor said: “One of the things
that has come back again and again is that
the University, quite frankly, is ashamed of
not being very good neighbours.” RAIDD
trusts the University has now learned a
lesson and will do it’s best to overcome
the distrust and suspicion that still
S
remains within the community.

Grieving our lack
of compassion
faith

creation with all its beauty and variety.

It is an irony and a sad reality
that, when we have leaders of our
two main parties who claim to be
Christian, we have perhaps the least
compassion for desperate people who
try to come to us for refuge.

We are all worth dying for in Christ
Jesus, and called to risen life in
Christ’s rising. The way of Jesus gives
us footprints for our following and our
trials and longings are known in the
vulnerability of Christ’s birth among us
and the courage of Christ’s walking
before us.

Before the federal election, the
NSW/ACT Synod of the Uniting
Church held a Service of Lament at
the Pitt Street Uniting Church in the
city. Even at very short notice, several
hundred people turned up to grieve
our refugee policies.

We are called to new things in the
Spirit, in the hope that stirs in unlikely
moments, the truths we find in the
wastelands of our wanderings, the
warmth that we touch in the coldness of
our need and the opening of our hearts
to welcome those without a home.

Our Moderator began the service
by saying:
We are here to ask, “What has
become of us?”, and to seek forgiveness
for our hardness of heart. We trust that
through confession, repentance and
intercession we might find a new way
forward, one that honours the divine
commandments to love God, and our
neighbour as ourselves; also to observe
the golden rule to do to others as we
would have them do to us.

Then we prayed for those in need:
As they face this day, O God, may
we find those who are lost, separated
from those they love, crossing unknown
borders, without a country or home,
not knowing where to turn. Find them,
God who always seeks for the lost, and
open our hearts to receive them.

Dorothy McRae-McMahon

Then the liturgy began:
As we gather here, we acknowledge the
Traditional Owners of this land,
the Gadigal People of the Eora Nation.
We give our respect to their Elders, past
and present: And we own that we took
their land, without their permission.
Some of our forebears were forced here,
as convicts. Some came as soldiers
and settlers and others as refugee boat
people of an earlier time. Some simply
came because they chose to live here,
seeking a better life for themselves and
their families. We are gathered here
today to look our history in the face
and lament our present day.
Many of us cried, as those leading
quoted from the refugee policies of
our day and we listened to the sounds
of despair that must inevitably arise
from them. In the silent reflection that
followed, we faced the reality of who
we have become as a nation.
Then we affirmed our faith together:
We are all held in the hollow of God’s
hand, loved children of the universe,
born from the life which flows from
God, freed to the fullness of God’s

As they face this day, O God, stand
among the ones in refugee camps
around the world, in the hunger
and despair, in the crowds and the
emptiness, in the wet and the thirstiness:
Be their hope and their strength in the
crying out for justice, O God, and open
our ears to hear their cries.
As we think of those desperate people
who come to our shores or wait in
despair in refugee detention centres:
we long to be true to your calling and to
know how best to love our neighbours
as ourselves.
Hear us as we cry out to you, O God.
And give us a voice for those who suffer.
This we pray in Christ’s name.
Amen.
This was the response of one
community of faith to the policies of
our country. We have no doubt that
people of other denominations and
faiths would probably join us in what
we expressed.
Maybe we can find a new voice
together as we move into the future,
so that our political leaders not only
stop inviting meanness in us but
live out justice and compassion in
S
our name.
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Density – must it be high-rise?
As traditional cities grew from villages into cities they grew denser; most people walked. Sydney was the same with a cluster of walkable
inner terraced suburbs. Transportation enabled the spread of the city, but also increased the social and physical consequences. The car
was a bad move as the city exploded particularly after WW2, and travel times remained the same, or increased.
Bruce Lay

Prior to WW2, traditional big
cities were very dense, much more
so than now, mainly because people
occupied much less space, they were
denser than even modern Hong
Kong. Housing was principally lowrise, terraces, courtyard houses and
walk-up flats. The elevator facilitated
the first towers, mainly for offices, but
some apartments for the wealthy. The
centre of town was expensive, both the
land and the building cost.

Photo: Thinkstock

With the post-WW2 reconstruction
of Europe new ways of building
arrived. The Swiss-French architect
Le Corbusier was a big ideas man,
he wanted to rebuild Paris as a
city of towers in green space,
with wider roads for cars. This
became the dominant paradigm in
this frantic period of re-building
using industrialised building
technologies. Some communities
resisted this so-called slum clearing,
both here and overseas. A similar
debate was raging in Sydney over
redevelopment in Waterloo and
Woolloomooloo in the 1970s. Towers
were abandoned in favour of new
low- and medium-rise housing types.
Many studies and projects have
demonstrated that big cities can
work fine, better socially and
environmentally with low-rise.
Low- and medium-rise is greener,
cheaper, and can achieve densities
comparable with high-rise. Towers
need to be spaced out to achieve

acceptable sun, light and privacy;
hence diminishing returns with
height. Developers like high-rise in
high-demand locations where they
increase the yield and capture views,
whilst externalising the impacts.
Most of the new urban world
is low- to medium-rise, not lift
dependent. A fine-grain renewal
of Sydney at two storeys would
accommodate its growth within
the current urban area. This would
require much more equitable sharing
of space; the big houses on big blocks
should go. With a better spread of
jobs and facilities, a decent modern
transport system and greatly reduced
car use, this would produce a much
more efficient and pleasant city
than what we know. The vested
interests against this are huge. As
with many of our key issues, the
technical solutions are evident but
for an absence of political courage.
Our model in the last 20 years
has been a political fix, not good
planning. This model has entailed
putting high density medium- and
high-rise dwellings mostly into old
centres allied to stations, as well
as sucking up the former industrial
areas. Established suburbs, which
have mostly seen the replacement of
small houses with larger ones, have
been avoided. Decreasing household
sizes have also resulted in such
suburbs housing fewer people. This is
a patchwork model mostly providing
poor quality housing for renters
and is hugely socially polarising.
Of course, variations in density

related to location and transport
are sensible, including some
high-rise for the wealthy in the
centres. But not this current highly
distorted model, which is also not
the route to affordable housing
close to jobs and services.
Our exclusionary planning controls
are a big part of the problem; swags
of Sydney are quarantined for large
detached houses on large lots.
Swags of Sydney have poor quality
obsolete housing that can readily
take low-rise medium density, not
the bulkier McMansions encouraged
by our tax regime. The planning
controls prevent this necessary
transition. It is easier to pick off
the cherries in the inner city.
This is because the taller the
building, the broader the spacing
required for sun, light and privacy as
well as landscaping and recreation
space – diminishing returns, unless
marketing views is the drive. Highrise may be about twice as dense as a
terraced suburb, but not much more
than medium-rise such as the recent
infill flats in Redfern demonstrate
(see photo of Poets Corner).
Only about half the city is housing,
excluding the roads. It would be
easier to compact the city by reducing
road and parking space than by
a major jump in the density.
The selective, lumpy development
of Sydney over the last 20 years is
socially divisive: Sydney is running
out of the politically easy options.
We need to tackle the suburbs.
There are limited opportunities
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Development corridor – Central to Eveleigh Image: UrbanGrowth NSW

Central to Eveleigh
redevelopment –

It’s big!

Geoff Turnbull

The plans for Central to Eveleigh are so big the
SSH could not fit them with the article last month,
so we carried them over to this issue. Above is
the map released with the announcement of this
“Global Precinct Opportunity”.

Old and new flats with a similar density around Poets Corner in Redfern Photo: Bruce Lay

along transport corridors including
the Eveleigh to Central belt.
However the potential of Eveleigh to
Central has been greatly exaggerated
by the lobbyists. It presents a lot
of technical and environmental
challenges, and will be a minor
player in the growth of the city. And
this form of development will not
be affordable; the suggestion that
it may have to be up to 90 storeys

to justify the costs of building
over the railway is laughable,
as costs escalate with height.
We cannot avoid re-thinking
the established suburbs; this is
a political not a planning issue.
High-rise is not a significant solution
to urban housing in Sydney. It is
more expensive, much less green,
and qualitatively inferior for the
needs of most people compared with

low-rise in the suburbs, with scope
for medium-rise in our centres.
When people are consulted/
participate they can make the
hard choices (for their kids at
least). A proper process can allow
re-thinking the suburbs to occur.
The inner city will continue to
grow, but it will be a small part
of the re-urbanisation that needs
S
to happen.

The proposal contains a number of high-density
neighbourhoods shown in blue. The SSH thought this
would be a good time to look at some of the debate
around density. In August REDWatch had a round
table on density and the SSH asked the presenters
to provide some different perspectives on density.
Bruce Lay looks at low-rise density (opposite).
Chris Johnson provides a developer perspective
from the Urban Taskforce and ex-Councillor
John McInerney reflects on his experience as a city
planner (on page 10). Hopefully these articles will
help readers in the coming discussions about density
and the future of the City to Eveleigh corridor.
UrbanGrowth NSW, which is handling the
precinct, is preparing a Community Participation
Plan in line with the New Planning System White
Paper. It is currently talking to stakeholders
including local groups and preparing material to take
out to the community explaining what is proposed.
For the latest visit
www.redwatch.org.au/RWA/corridor
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Housing
Sydney’s diverse
communities
Chris Johnson

Sydney, more than most cities in
the world, has a rich cosmopolitan
mix of different cultures. Just
look at the variety of restaurants
from Asia, Europe, South America
or Africa along main streets like
King Street in Newtown. This
enhancing mixture of cultures has
led to Sydney becoming a more
cosmopolitan place, with a greater
diversity of where people want to
live. Our predominantly suburban
model is now being complemented
by more urban models with 25.8
per cent of Sydney households
now living in apartments.
To house our varying communities
we need a housing diversity and
this will lead to a range of densities
and of heights. Most of Sydney will
remain as low-density suburban
housing but, around transport nodes
and railway stations, greater height
can provide apartment living for
those that prefer to live this way.
The Urban Taskforce, of which I am
the Chief Executive, has developed
models for seven different densities
based on building heights. We
believe that each of these seven is
appropriate in certain locations and
suits different demographics. Our

research shows that, as densities
increase, so do the amenities.
Discovery Point, for instance, at
Wolli Creek, has 12-storey buildings
and some as high as 24 storeys. The
residents have a big waterfront park
and under one of their buildings
is a railway station that can take
them to jobs in the city. An even
denser precinct is the Central
Park project on Broadway but it is
minutes from Central Station and
many buses. Central Park also has
its own park, child care, shopping
centre, swimming pool, gymnasium
and a car pool. Not everyone wants
to live at these developments but
many people do, as evidenced by
the robust sales of apartments.
We are finding that Gen X and
Gen Y younger people often want
to live in apartments in more
urban locations with shops and
amenities nearby. Retiring Baby
Boomers are also moving to more
urban apartment living, closer to
coffee shops and cultural facilities.
Many families are now residing
in mid-rise apartments up to eight
storeys with their own central
courtyard with its playground.
Sydney will need around 600,000
new homes over the next 20 years
and well over half of these are likely
to be apartments. I see this as a

Population Density: 100 people per hectare (top) Population Density: 750 people per hectare (bottom) Graphics: Chris Johnson

reflection of the changing nature
of our community, particularly
related to those born overseas who
are more used to apartment living.
So we support a range of densities
and heights across Sydney.
The other issue to consider
is the amount of land different
developments need. Low-rise,
two-storey developments require

15 times more area than the same
number of housing units in six-storey
apartments. Sydney already has
major transport problems, as people
drive from the edge to their jobs in
the centre. We can’t keep spreading,
and many people don’t want to live
on the edge, so sensible well-placed
apartments help with our ecological
footprint. Like the diversity of

restaurants in King Street, Newtown,
we need a diversity of housing types
and this will range from two-storey
terraces to six-storey apartments
and to 24-storey residential towers
– each carefully located within the
S
city fabric.
Chris Johnson is the CEO of
Urban Taskforce Australia.

Coming to grips with
height and density
John McInerney

Getting housing density and
height right is a creative urban
design exercise. There are some
general “rules of thumb”, which
I will try to cover later, but often
what works on one site won’t work
on another. What works for private
housing may not work for social or
assisted housing. What works near
a railway station may not work
200 metres away. The right answer
is not “rocket science” – it comes
from a creative interaction between
a community familiar with all
options, and skilled architects/
urban designers committed to
working with that community. In
the Sydney region there are good
examples of nearly all density/
height variations – people need to
speak with real knowledge of them.
But, of course, not everybody can
be expected to have the knowledge
expected of a professional designer,
and public tastes and expectations
are constantly evolving, as we see
more apartments than detached
houses being constructed in the
Sydney region. I remember my
grandmother being quite shocked
that her grandson would move
back into the dense inner city
when her most cherished ambition
on getting married was to move
to the “suburbs”. The change in
housing expectations over two

generations has been profound.
Now the Potts Point/Kings Cross
area has the highest net density in
Australia of around 150 dwellings
per hectare, closely followed by the
Darlinghurst area. Paddington has
half that density. On an international
scale Hong Kong and New York have
densities of over 1,000 dwellings
per hectare. Most commentators
agree there is no absolute correlation
between density and liveability,
but a choice has to be made by
individuals – if they have that
option. The urbanity of Potts Point
comes with reduced open space
and increased noise, and the high
cost of apartments removes that
option from average wage earners.
Unfortunately there is no avoiding
the reality that land in Sydney
is under pressure for increased
density in and around the City,
resulting from a growing population,
a dominant City centre, and the
under-provision of public transport
infrastructure over the last 40 years.
At the same time we see a
growing desire for what has been
called an “urban village” lifestyle
where residents can retain a sense of
place within a pedestrian-oriented,
medium-density neighbourhood.
These “urban villages” are
characterised by reduced car
ownership, increased cycle use,
pedestrian scale, and enhanced
public transport facilities.
In the quest for optimum

liveability I believe there are
some general guides that can
be considered by communities
as they come to grips with
height and density.
Firstly, maximum liveability
seems to be most easily achieved
with a mixture of two- to threestorey joined housing, interspersed
with medium-density apartment
blocks, no higher than six to
eight storeys, which appears to
be compatible with the desire to
retain a sense of human scale
and liveability. It has been argued
that this scale is directly related
to the height of most mature
trees. It is possible to go higher
towards 12 or even 20 storeys if
these blocks are set discreetly
behind lower-rise buildings.
Secondly, increased density
can be achieved at the same
time as a reduction in car usage
that allows for a more humanscale environment, without the
need for excessive space being
consumed for parking and roads.
Thirdly, social groups within
developments should be as mixed
as possible. The ideal would be a
population that exactly mirrored the
socio-economic mix of Australian
society. I believe it is a valid action
of government to promote socially
balanced communities in this way.
Fourthly, good design based
on sustainability is paramount.
Current state guidelines such as

Photo: Thinkstock

BASIX and SEPP 65 can be helpful
in this respect. The latter’s use of
design review panels of trained
professionals is particularly
helpful when they provide
independent advice on proposals.
Finally, the “urban village” ideas

developed by the City of Sydney and
focused around walkable village
centres, linked by public transport,
pedestrian walk-ways and cycleways provide a guide to getting
housing densities right in inner
S
suburban areas.
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Untitled monoprint by Margaret Vazey, 2013 (detail) Image: Supplied

Group show
makes a vivid Anything is possible
Artist Profile: Alex Nicholas
impression
Alex Nicholas Photo: Supplied

Brittany Johnson

SSH
Curated by Catherine Wood,
a new exhibition at the Orchard
Galler y in Waterloo presents a
selection of works created in recent
printmaking workshops at the South
Sydney Uniting Church led by Hayley
Megan French and Margaret Vazey.
Presstagram comprises more than 30
works, mostly lino and monoprints of
various sizes. The Opening on Saturday
August 17 attracted a crowd of 40 or
so – some workshop participants as well
as neighbours and friends. The show was
opened by artist Jovana Terzic.
The exhibition was not part of initial
gallery plans for 2013, but the quality of
the work so impressed Catherine Wood
she was inspired to make a selection and
offer to curate the show.
“I liked the atmosphere of engagement
and experimentation at the workshops. In
this age of fabricated art, the individual,
handcrafted feel of the work produced
emphasises the value of the human touch,
and the surprise of the unintentioned
result,” Catherine Wood said.

Parish minister and art enthusiast,
Andrew Collis, said the workshops were
a lot of fun. “We bought this little hand
press and we just kept making more and
more prints – using black, red and blue
ink, on white, brown and newspaper, on
corrugated cardboard. It’s a very freeing
activity – there’s no limit to the ways you
can make an image. It’s fun to experiment
with multiple prints, to apply the ink in
different ways, to print from different
surfaces.”
Jovana Terzic acknowledged an
ancient desire for printmaking: “From
the ancient handprints in the rocks, left
by the Aboriginal people as a reminder
that we are all just visiting this beautiful
Earth, to a more contemporary example
of a child leaving its footprint in fresh
concrete on the sidewalk, people seem
forever amazed by their own stamps.”
“Some will leave prints of their bodies,
others will leave prints of their souls,”
she said.
Presstagram will conclude
on September 27. Contact
Catherine Wood on 0415 415 139
to arrange a viewing.

Alex Nicholas completed a
Masters of International Relations
at the University of NSW and
presented asylum seeker policy
research at the United Nations in
Geneva. He then graduated from
the Actors Centre Australia in 2010,
marking a return to his life-long
passion. His recent theatre credits
include Nightlife for Metamorphosis,
Push Yourself at the Best of Playtime,
Autobahn for pantsguys, As You Like
It for Platform 12, Equus at the New
Theatre, Opposites Attract for Hot
Room Theatre Group, When The Rain
Stops Falling at SITCO, Don’t Tell
the Women at the TAP Gallery, and
as Cassio in Othello for the Sydney
Shakespeare Company. He has
also appeared on television in East
West 101, Home & Away, My Place,
The Gruen Transfer, and the awardwinning Cedar Boys.
What inspired you to become
involved in acting?

I loved performing and storytelling
as a child. I grew up on a river and all

the river-kids would play together and
use our imaginations to put on shows
for the adults. Anything was possible!

Tell us about your character in the
recent production of The Merchant
of Venice [August 7-24 at The Tap
Gallery in Darlinghurst]? How did
you prepare for the role? Has it been
challenging?

Bassanio is a romantic opportunist
who lives for the moment. He is set
on a quest to faraway Belmont to win
the heart of fair Portia. But he borrows
money to do it and that’s where it all
unravels. My preparation involved
casting my mind back to my own
life a few years ago! His passion and
intelligence have made him a joy to play.
What has it been like collaborating
with the director and cast?

The heart, generosity and
professionalism of all the cast and the
director (Steven Hopley) have made the
collaborative process on The Merchant of
Venice a breeze. There was such play and
unbridled enthusiasm in the rehearsal
room and this has been reflected in the
performances.

What’s it like to be a part of the
Sydney Shakespeare Company this
season?

I have learnt a great deal during my
time with them and the support of
all the crew continues to promote an
exciting theatre company staying true
to its ethos of intimate performances
with a focus on actors, clarity and text.
What are your views on the Sydney
theatre scene?

It’s a thrilling time to be a part of it as
there is a plethora of strong performers
and directors and stories to be told.
Any words of advice for young
actors hoping to break into the
theatre scene/acting industry?

Be yourself. Work hard. Have fun!
Upcoming projects?

I’m acting in a short film over the next
couple of months, and a new Australian
feature film I’ve been involved with
in post production is getting close to
completion. It’s called Phoenix Rising
and is produced by Belle Fitzgerald.
www.sydneyshakespearecompany.com
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The Reviews
Film Reviews
by Lindsay Cohen

The World’s End
Director: Edgar Wright
Starring: Simon Pegg,
Nick Frost, Martin Freeman
Genre: Shaun of the Bodysnatchers
Simon Pegg and Nick Frost are
very funny people. To see them
interviewed is a running gag fest,
often at each other’s expense.
But moviegoers expecting The
World’s End to be a laugh-a-thon
are going to be disappointed.
Like Shaun of the Dead, Pegg and
Frost’s first film, The World’s End
is character- and situation-based
humour rather than out-and-out
gags. It’s a tried and true formula,
as is the reliance on pubs, drinking
and the undermining of horror
film staples for comic effect. Rather
than the zombies of Shaun, The
World’s End features alien robots.
If ever a film was targeted at
me then The World’s End is it. I
make no apologies for loving a
film where the main character is
a 40-something year old who still
drives the car I drove at University

(a Ford Cortina/Escort) and pines
for the days when his friends would
have drinking sessions unencumbered
by family responsibilities
and work commitments.
That the pub-crawl in The World’s
End is interrupted by alien robots
only makes me like this film more.
Not only that, but The World’s
End includes one of my favourite
film quotes of all time, and a
quote that neatly sums up the
mood, theme and spirit of the
film: “To err is human, so, err.”
Rating: Four pints.

Elysium
Director: Neill Blomkamp
Starring: Matt Damon, Jodie Foster
Genre: Bourne in Space
Elysium has all the basic ingredients
of a great science fiction film.
Accomplished and acclaimed
Hollywood actors? Check. Director
whose breakout debut film
(District 9) was classy, interesting
and exciting? Check. A storyline
filled with important themes about
universal healthcare, rich versus

poor, refugees and asylum seekers
and climate change? Check. A
big special effects budget? Check.
Cute kids? Check. Spaceships,
explosions and killer robots? Check.
So why is Elysium so much
less than the sum of its parts?
Well, perhaps unsurprisingly, it all
comes down to the writing. For
starters, the basic premise of the
film, that the world’s population
will grow indefinitely, is incorrect.
In fact, growth is already slowing
and according to the UN the
Earth’s population will peak at
about 9 billion in around 2050
before gradually declining.
But beyond the science lesson,
there are some absolute laugh-outloud plot and writing stinkers in
Elysium that stretch beyond breaking
point the suspense of disbelief
you need for all science fiction.
Like that you could look at
thousands of lines of computer code
and in an instant understand exactly
what it is. That changing one line in
said code could shut down and reboot
an entire space habitat. That you get
killer robot droids to do all your dirty
work but when the good guys start
shooting they are strangely absent.
It’s a shame. Neill Blomkamp’s
District 9 was tighter, stayed on
message, made better use of its
limited special effects budget and
was more emotive. Elysium is
District 9 Hollywood style – bigger,
brassier, more expensive, more
explosions and better promoted,
but not nearly as good.
Rating: District two-and-a-half.

»»film@ssh.com.au

The Grounds of Alexandria Photo: Michael Wee

So much more
than a café
Sarah Mulholland
Tucked away in the industrial
estates of Alexandria is a big slice
of café-style heaven. The Grounds
of Alexandria is situated within
the gutted exterior of a 1900s’ pie
factory, which explains the café’s
timeless warehouse aesthetic
and all-round nostalgic feel.

Undoubtedly the café’s true love
is their coffee. One cannot turn
one’s head without seeing a line
of coffee machines occupied by
experienced baristas hard at work.
The seasonal change of beans means
a new and exquisite tasting coffee
every time you’re drawn back.
So much more than a café,
The Grounds is home to a coffee
researching and testing facility, a
humble garden, a bakery, a florist
and even a few farm animals,
specifically Sydney’s most popular
piglet, Mr Kevin Bacon.
Co-founder Ramzey Choker
said: “Our customers are people
who appreciate family values
and surprising ingredients,
love to stimulate their senses
and spend quality time with
quality people. It’s so alive.”
The experience, although not
always cheap, is priceless. The café’s
wholesome and rustic character
is an excellent complement to the
holistic approach taken in regards
to the meals and their ingredients.
If you haven’t got time to wait
the often expected hour and a half
for a table there’s no need to miss
out completely. The two open-plan
dining rooms are divided by a
large takeaway counter. Grab yours
“to go” and take a seat outside
under the stripped back pergola.
With work going on to expand the
café, negotiations are taking place
with The Grounds’ neighbour 4143,
with the possibility of an eventual
night-time experience for locals.
PR agent Emma Beattie said:
“Think lots of green and grown-up
spaces to complement family
areas and offer the locals near and
further afield more of The Grounds’
visionary experiences. In terms
of design and styling, people can
expect more of what they know and
love The Grounds to exemplify.”
The Grounds of Alexandria
Building 7A/2 Huntley St, Alexandria
Open till 4pm
Phone 9699 2225
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Casual style – urban and edgy Photo: General Pants Co

Spring fashion trends
FASHION & BEAUTY
Kira-Lea Dargin

Dialogue and
disintegration
“The disintegration of the truth”, 2013 Photo: Yanni Pounartzis

SSH

Talk Show (Gallery 1)
Artists: Anney Bounpraseuth,
David Capra, Mitchel Cumming,
Elliot Hughes, Daniel McKewen,
Giselle Stanborough and Skye Wagner  
Curators: Sandra Di
Palma & J.D. Reforma
Until September 8
“You’re not anybody in America
unless you’re on TV. On TV
is where we learn about who
we really are. Because what’s
the point of doing anything
worthwhile if nobody’s watching?
And if people are watching, it
makes you a better person.”
– Suzanne Stone Maretto, (To
Die For, 1995, Gus Van Sant)
In 2011, Oprah Winfrey flew 302
members of her American studio
audience to the land Down Under.
Her endeavour seemed to crystallise
all of society’s preoccupations,
obsessions and aspirations into a
good ol’ fashioned chinwag: expertly
documented and conveniently
presented as a four-episode long
televisual saga called Oprah’s
Ultimate Australian Adventure.
Talk Show is a two-part exhibition
– staged first at MOP Projects, and
then at Kudos Gallery – co-curated
by Sandra Di Palma and JD
Reforma – that brings together
the work of seven contemporary
Australian artists. Each has been
invited to respond, simply, to Oprah
Winfrey: anything and everything
that she is and represents to society.
Through their work, artists Anney
Bounpraseuth, David Capra, Mitchel
Cumming, Elliot Hughes, Daniel
McKewen, Giselle Stanborough
and Skye Wagner investigate
the social, cultural, economic
and political implications of
one of the most powerful public
figures of the 20th century.
Sandra Di Palma is a Sydneybased administrator and curator
with an interest in emerging and
contemporary practices. She has
studied a Bachelor of Art Theory
and Master of Art Administration at

the College of Fine Arts, University
of NSW. Sandra has worked for
the Biennale of Sydney, Kudos
Gallery, Tin Sheds Gallery, and
was a founding member of The
Paper Mill Gallery, Sydney. In
2012 Sandra worked as Exhibitions
Manager for SafARI, Sydney. She
is currently the Administrative
and Executive Assistant at
Artspace, Sydney. She has also
curated a selection of exhibitions
including For the Lulz (2011),
and WUNDERPOND (2012), at
the Tin Sheds Gallery, Sydney,
and Saundering Cahoots (2013)
at Firstdraft Gallery, Sydney.
JD Reforma is a Sydneybased artist, writer and curator,
and a current Master of Fine
Arts Research candidate at the
College of Fine Arts, University
of NSW. His work encompasses
sculpture, performance, installation,
photography and video, and has
been widely exhibited in solo and
group exhibitions in artist-run
spaces including Firstdraft Gallery,
Gaffa, Alaska Projects, The Paper
Mill, 55 Sydenham Road, Casula
Powerhouse Arts Centre and
MOP Projects. 2013 will see
his work exhibited at Mosman
Art Gallery, Kudos Gallery and
Campbelltown Arts Centre.
He is currently a Co-Director
of Firstdraft Gallery, Sydney.
Front page image: Mitchel
Cumming, “Two Hands Hold Hollow
Claps” (Study) 2013, Digital Sketch.

Disorient (Gallery 2)
Yanni Pounartzis
Until September 8
Yanni Pounartzis is entirely
unapologetic about wearing his
heart on his sleeve with his latest
body of work and exhibition. It
is intrinsically motivated by and
linked to the artist’s experiences
with intense loss and the
meditations of a man who has
arguably borne his fair share.
An acrimonious divorce led
to the well-trodden path by

many Australian parents, mostly
fathers – into the dark and tangled
web of custodial/family law and a
decidedly unjust justice system.
In 2010, he lost custody of his
9-year-old son. After three futile
years, Pounartzis decided to reveal
his private turmoil and devote a
series of paintings to his journey
of grief and frustration. It’s not
only a very public homage to
his son, but also a tribute to all
parents who have lost children
through an imperfect system.
Each one of the reflective
canvases represents between 150
and 300 hours of meticulous fine
line work. The compositions are
speedy and spontaneous, but the
brushwork is meticulous and
considered – part catharsis, part
long, elaborate storytelling.
He says: “It’s an exhilarated,
tragic experience. But amid the
chaos, there is harmony and hope
that the truth will prevail …”
The artist has made a very
deliberate choice to not work this
theme in a figurative sense. For
him, it’s about creating an energy
and an emotional maze that a
viewer can follow and feel.
Yanni Pounartzis is a 44 yearold Sydney-based artist. For
the past 15 years, he has been
working as a Creative Director
in Advertising where he has won
numerous international awards
including Cannes Lions.
In 2007, Yanni returned to
painting at the National Art
School, where he trained in abstract
painting. Yanni held his first solo
exhibition, The Deconstructions,
in November 2012 at the Global
Gallery in Paddington, Sydney. In
The Deconstructions, Yanni focuses
on perspectival investigations.
Yanni’s work was recently featured
on Artscape, ABC, hosted by Andrew
Frost in his two-part series on
The A-Z of Contemporary Art.
MOP Projects
Thu-Sun 1-6pm
2/39 Abercrombie St Chippendale
www.mop.org.au

Mercedes-Benz Fashion
Festival Sydney once again lit up
Sydney’s iconic Town Hall. From
August 21 to 24 Sydney-siders and
many travelling visitors were treated
to the upcoming season’s collections
and trends.
Celebrating the local fashion industry
while showcasing Australia’s best, most
loved designers in the central city
location, fashion-goers were delighted
by what they saw.
Fashionistas had the opportunity
to sit front-row with the fashion elite
to catch this season’s latest trends as
they land in stores. Internationally
recognised designers including Alice
McCall, Ellery, Aje and Alex Perry,
as well as new and up-and-coming
designers, wowed the crowds.

Mercedes Benz Fashion Festival Gala
opened the festivities with General
Pants Co following, providing guests
with a funky, fun, youthful, urban and
edgy collection many called the best
of all.
Other shows during the festival
included the Mercedes Benz Fashion
Festival Trends collection and Red
Carpet Runway along with the
long-awaited Australian debut of the
Kardashian Kollection.
Of course, what would a fashion
festival be without the celebrity, blogger,
media and model buzz. Accompanied
by amazing makeup artists and stylists,
there was no shortage of glamour.
The event trends really haven’t
changed much with monochrome
styling continuing, heavy use of florals,
bolds and pastel colours. The variety on
offer really says make it your own! Resist
the conventional and unleash your inner
style showcasing your individuality by
making your own fashion statement.

Photo: Supplied by Black Opal

Cosmetics for
all skin colours
FASHION & BEAUTY
Kira-Lea Dargin
In 1994, three creative forces
combined their passion for beauty
and their knowledge of issues
specific to skin colour to develop
the groundbreaking brand known as
Black Opal.
The partnership between a
professional woman of Jamaican
descent, who became the muse of a
Black Opal consumer, the pharmacist
possessed of unparalleled expertise as
a product formulator, and the doctor, a
Board-certified Dermatologist, offered
exceptional knowledge and promise.
Together, they developed a
comprehensive and affordable collection
of targeted skincare products that would
combine state-of-the-art technological
advances with proven ingredients to
service the unique skincare needs of
men and women with skin of colour.
Recognising the importance of
building from that strong heritage,
Black Opal later introduced a line of

makeup specially designed to address
the beauty concerns of women of colour.
With an impressive range of formulas
and a stunning collection of shades, the
makeup complements and enhances a
woman’s natural beauty.
Today, giving you the tools you need
to achieve healthy, radiant skin is at
the core of the business. Black Opal
is your beauty authority and wants to
help you discover the beauty within.
Finding your shade can be a breeze
with their colour-match skin tones to
cover all imperfections and enhance
natural beauty.
Offering a full range of concealers,
foundations, powders, eye shadows,
eye liners/pencils, mascara, brow kits,
lipstick, lip-gloss and lip-liner, their
aim is to cater to all women with a
range of tones. In 2010 Black Opal
launched their e-commerce website
and in 2013 Black Opal has expanded
to Australia with official distributers
Ebony & Ivory hair and beauty salon,
shipping Australia-wide.
For further details see
www.ebonyivory.com.au
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The Stabs, Goodgod Small Club, August 17 Photo: Lyndal Irons

Poetry

South Sydney Crossword
Across

4. See 5 Across

Bottle Stopper from the Loch Ard

5, 4 Across. Insect themed documentary?
6. Barcelona or Brazil eg

Light glisters,
circumscribing
sea and sky.

a shadow lollops,
a land thing, leaving
itself on the sand.

8. Theta follower

Grit and pebbles
rasp as waves
struggle to look back

Tumbled for decades,
grazed to ghostly blue,
it rests on her palm.

14. "Tastes good!"

at the ribby rim
of ocean’s end. In
the wave’s heave

– Catherine Wood

10. Not more than

11. Follow, like Philip Marlowe maybe

CROSSWORD
BY D.W.

12. Catechises

K

I

N
O

P

W
N

WORDPLAY – Creative Writing Group
CLUB REDFERN, 2/159 REDFERN ST
6-8pm – Weds 4 & 18 September.
Phone Andrew on 8399 3410. All welcome

For translation visit www.dharug.dalang.com.au
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last month's solution

E

First correct entry
receives a prize.
Send to:
South Sydney
Crossword
PO Box
3288, Redfern
NSW 2016

15, 17 Across. Card up one's sleeve?
17. See 15 Across
Down

1. Cheese ingredient, and by-product
2. Flash

3. Indicators

5. Hardly hardly
7. Lese-majesty

9. Takes the cake

13. Wood spinner
16. The Body

C O M M U N I T Y N O T I C ES
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Volunteers’ news

Aboriginal Men’s Group

The SSH will host a
fundraising dinner at The
Settlement Community Centre
(17 Edward St, Darlington) on
Friday October 18, 7-10pm.
In acknowledgement of Mental
Health Month our Guest Speaker
will be DR ANTHONY HARRIS,
President of the Schizophrenia
Fellowship NSW. Dr Harris is a
psychiatrist who researches and
works at Westmead Hospital and
at Sydney University.

Next meeting Friday, September 27
Souths on Chalmers 12-2pm
Babana Shed open Mon-Fri
(72 Renwick St, Redfern)
Contact: Mark Spinks 0411 282 917

Our dinner will also feature
two sensational folk acts: I
CANTARINI and SALTA.
We’ll provide full details in the
October issue – but PLEASE
RESERVE YOUR SEAT NOW by
emailing: bookings@ssh.com.au –
we’ll then let you know payment
options and other information.
We can say that Café Simple will
provide a delicious three-course
vegetarian meal (with Vegan and
Gluten-Free options).
There is a need for us to
raise funds to help meet our
production costs, so the ticket
price will be $70 per person.
All donations will be very
gratefully received.

10AM SUNDAY OCTOBER 6

Please be assured of our gratitude
for many contributions – those
volunteers who write and create
content for the paper and those
who deliver bundles of papers
each month. THANK YOU!
WE COULDN’T DO IT
WITHOUT YOU!
...............................................
To contact Ross Smith re
distribution please email:
distro@ssh.com.au

Uniting Churches

South Sydney Uniting Church
56a Raglan St Waterloo
Worship (Eucharist): 10am Sunday
Rev Andrew Collis 8399 3410
Welcoming people of all ages,
cultural backgrounds,
sexual orientations and identities.
Peace with justice, integrity
of creation.

Glebe Cafe Church
Cnr St Johns Rd
& Colbourne Ave Glebe
Worship Sun 7pm
‘Colbourne Ave’ intimate
candlelit concerts Thu 8pm
Allison Forrest 9518 9413

Leichhardt University Church
3 Wetherill St, Leichhardt
(near Norton St)
Worship 10am & 6.30pm Sunday
Rev. Dr John Hirt 0408 238 117
www.leichhardtuniting.org.au

THANKSGIVING FOR CREATION

A special service of worship at
South Sydney Uniting Church (56a Raglan St, Waterloo)
Includes Blessing of Animals – yes, bring your pets!

Newtown Mission

Celebrate St Clare & St Francis of Assisi
A collection will be taken in support of Monika’s Doggie Rescue
Contact Rev. Andrew Collis on 0438 719 470.

280 King St Newtown
Worship 9.30am & 6pm Sunday

REDWatch

Meetings first Thursday
of the month at The Factory
Community Centrte.
Phone Geoffrey Turnbull
(02) 8004 1490.
Email mail@redwatch.org.au

Seeking volunteer to help with
data entry for website.

Rev Ps Doug Clements
9519 9000

Paddington Uniting Church
395 Oxford St Paddington
Church Open 10am-2pm
1st and 3rd Saturdays
Worship Sunday 7.30pm
Office 9331 2646

Waterloo
Recycling
Workshop

Woolloomooloo to Redfern
Redfern to Broadway
The Village to Village bus is a free hop-on, hop-off service which
enables residents of the City of Sydney to access local businesses,
hospitals, shopping centres, restaurants and universities.

Workshop and market open Fridays
9am-12pm.
Turungah Flats, 1 Phillip St, Waterloo
(lower car park).

These FREE buses operate every Thursday and Friday.

Affordable furniture and
household goods.

For more information please call: 8241 8000
or visit our website: www.villagetovillage.com.au
Like Us.

Donations gladly received
(no white goods or electrical apps).

Follow Us.

Volunteers welcome
(phone Naomi on 0407 576 098).

Pitt Street Uniting Church
264 Pitt St, Sydney
Worship 10 am Sunday
& 6 pm (2nd and 4th Sundays)
Rev Ian Pearson 9267 3614

Wayside Chapel
29 Hughes St Potts Point
Worship 10am
Rev Graham Long 9358 6996

YOUR LOCAL MEMBERS

Tanya Plibersek MP
Federal Member for Sydney

Malcolm Turnbull MP
Federal Member for Wentworth

Jamie Parker MP
State Member for Balmain

Ron Hoenig MP
State Member for Heffron

Alex Greenwich
State Member for Sydney

Carmel Tebbutt MP
State Member for Marrickville

150 Broadway, Broadway
NSW 2007

Level 1/5a Bronte Rd, Bondi Junction
NSW 2022

112a Glebe Point Rd, Glebe
NSW 2037

Shop 117, 747 Botany Rd, Rosebery
NSW 2018

58 Oxford St, Paddington
NSW 2021

244 Illawarra Rd, Marrickville
NSW 2204

T: 02 9379 0700
F: 02 9379 0701

T: 02 9369 5221
F: 02 9369 5225

T: 02 9660 7586
F: 02 9660 6112

T: 02 9699 8166
F: 02 9699 8222

T: 02 9360 3053
F: 02 9331 6963

T: 02 9558 9000
F: 02 9558 3653

Tanya.Plibersek.MP@aph.gov.au

Malcolm.Turnbull.MP@aph.gov.au

Balmain@parliament.nsw.gov.au

Heffron@parliament.nsw.gov.au

Sydney@parliament.nsw.gov.au

Marrickville@parliament.nsw.gov.au
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Souths steady for finals
John Lanzky

On Friday August 30 the four Burgess
brothers, Sam, George, Luke and Tom,
took the field for South Sydney in their
game against the Wests Tigers. It was
the first time in more than 100 years
of top-flight league competition in
Australia that a quartet of brothers
had played together in the one team.
In 1910 Annandale’s Roy, Ray, Rex and
Bernard Norman played side by side.
The Burgess boys were impressive.
After spending 10 minutes in the sin
bin for an alleged strip, during which
time the Tigers piled on 18 unanswered
points, Sam Burgess scored off a nice
Isaac Luke pass. Luke Burgess crossed
the try-line in the final minutes of a
gripping contest to make it Souths 32
over Wests 18.
The game saw playmakers Adam
Reynolds and Benji Marshall go head
to head for the final time. The match
doubled as Marshall’s 200th and
Reynolds’ 50th. It’s well known that
Reynolds is a huge fan of Marshall who
will play for the Auckland Blues in 2014.
The young Rabbitoh had another
blinder. He is one of the best kickers of
the ball I’ve ever seen.
At a press conference held at Redfern
Oval coach Michael Maguire was wary
of over-excitement. When asked about
his team’s prospects in September, he
said: “I’ve been in this situation before.
You can’t think too far ahead.”
Maguire paid tribute to retiring
centre/winger Matt King. “He’s been
through a lot, a few injuries over the
years, and a great contributor to where
we are now,” the coach said.
This has been King’s second season

Perry Johnstone

ERSKINEVILLE: In rugby league
circles you mention the name
Blake Ferguson and everyone has
an opinion, some positive and some
negative, but everyone has a Blake
Ferguson story to tell. For those not
familiar with Ferguson, he is a young
Indigenous football player in the
NRL. Currently with the Canberra
Raiders, Ferguson is a prodigious
talent who makes the impossible
look possible. He performs his
on-field feats with a smile on his face.

A close-cropped Matt King in 2012 Photo: Andrew Collis

with the Rabbitohs after returning from
the English Super League and a stint
with the Warrington Wolves. King is
one of the most experienced players in
the Rabbitohs backline and captained
the Club in 2012.
Originally from Casino, King has
played 10 Tests for Australia (2005-07),
nine State of Origin matches for NSW
(2005-07), Tri-Nations (2005), three

Netball stars

games for Country Origin (2004-05,
2012), and was selected for ESL Exiles
team (2011).
“Kingy” played for the Melbourne
Stor m (2003- 07) before joi n i ng
Warrington (2008-11). He made his
Rabbitohs debut at ANZ Stadium on
March 5, 2012, against the Roosters.
A premiership in 2013 would be the
perfect finish to a brilliant career. S

Louisa Dyce

As the netball season draws to a
close I had the wonderful opportunity
to meet with two of my friends Nina
and Alice who play the game.
What made you want to play netball?

Nina: I had watched netball on TV a
couple of times and it looked so much
fun but challenging at the same time.
Alice: My parents wanted me to play
a sport, so they chose netball. I did
some programs before I played real
games with a team, and I’ve grown to
really enjoy it.
What team do you play for?

We play for Marrickville Allstars.
Where do you play?

At Heffron Park in Botany Bay.
When do you play?

On Saturday mornings.
What position do you play?

Alice: I usually play Goal Keeper,
but sometimes the coach swaps

Nina and Alice Photo: Nancy Alexander

King of the
kids at Erko

Ferguson’s ability was recognised
this year when he was selected to
represent NSW in the State of Origin
series, which is widely recognised
as the toughest team sport arena on
the planet.
Off the field, Ferguson is battling
a few persona l demons. He is
surrounded by great people, though,
including Anthony “The Man”
Mundine, and with Choc in his corner
he will get there. Unfortunately, there
are many people who are taking great
delight in seeing Ferguson struggle.
The old saying, what doesn’t hurt me
can only make me stronger, is very apt
with regard to Ferguson and he will
bounce back an even stronger warrior.
For those who like to hate, they
will be shocked to discover that every
Tuesday and Thursday afternoon,
Ferguson walks into Erskineville Oval

me around.
Nina: I was usually a Wing Attack but
this year I was moved to Goal Attack.
How hard is it to play?

Alice: It’s a bit hard to understand the
rules of netball at first, but once you
get to know the sport, it’s really quite
easy and fun (most of the time). You
have to be fit and run around a lot,
that usually makes me tired.
Nina: When you get the hang of it, it’s
not too bad but it’s really hard not to
step with the ball and to keep a threefeet distance from your opponent
when they have the ball. But once you
get past that it’s really fun.
Where is your team in the competition?

Alice: For the last two years the teams
I was in have done quite well, but this
year, not so much. I play in Division 2,
but this year they were going to put
me down a grade. Luckily they didn’t
but unfortunately we haven’t got the
best team this year. We’ve only won
one game so far, so we are not in the

and helps coach the kids’ teams at
the Alexandria Rovers. There is no
fanfare, just a talented footballer
helping out grassroots footy.
Here he is passing on his knowledge
to all the kids, posing for photos and
signing autographs. He attends games
on the weekend, too, and never says
no to any requests at the game.
Rovers club secreta r y Per r y
Johnstone states: “Having a current
NRL player at training with the kids
is brilliant. He is a genuine, likeable
young man. The people who like
to bag Blake need to come down
to training and check out his work
with our kids. We are the biggest
football club in the inner city, and
having Blake on board at our club
is brilliant for the kids, and you can
tell by the way Blake interacts with
everyone that he is taking just as
much enjoyment out of it as all the
kids are.”
Ferguson’s ability is there for all to
see and hopefully in the near future
the only Blake Ferguson stories we
hear are about him representing
Australia and starring for NSW and
carving up in the NRL.
To the people who like to be
negative, then come down to a
training session of the 15 teams at
the Alexandria Rovers, and check out
this “king of the kids”. You will walk
out a believer and hopefully inspired
to follow his lead and help out in your
S
local community.

semi finals.
Nina: If I’m honest I also think this
isn’t our best team. We have had
much better but Alice and I are still
learning from every training.
How much do you have to train as team?

We train for an hour every Tuesday
afternoon.
Have you made friends from playing
netball?

Alice: The first year the team I was
in wasn’t very nice, but the last two
years my teammates have been quite
friendly.
Nina: Last year everyone in our team
were our friends but unfortunately
we all split up but this year everyone
was friendly too and we occasionally
bump into last year’s teammates.
Will you play it next year?

Alice: Yes, I definitely will play netball
next year, it’s such a fun sport, I love it!
Nina: So would I, because I don’t know
what I would do in my spare time
S
without it!

